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A gallery of ne’er-do-wells in 6 portraits, 
with one personage deliberately not invited. 
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For mixed vocal ensemble 

(a re-working of pieces for singer and piano) 
 

Duration c. 5 minutes 
 
 

i. A most irksome hobbadehoy 
ii. Of less than pleasing countenance 

iii. A questionable lady 
iv. A wandought, no doubt. 
v. An unnecessary letter of a gentleman. 

vi. A tiresome companion. 
 
 
 
 

The six movements of  !  may be performed in any order as one  
continuous song with no breaks between them, or using the suggested linkages below. 

One or two of the characters may be omitted as unwelcome. The performers may 
choose how to – or whether to – disclose this to the audience. 

 
Alternatively,  ! may be separated into separate portraits to be interspersed   

(in any order) between different items on a recital programme – in which case,  
any or all of the six portraits may be included,  perhaps overlapping  

with other items using the suggested linkages.  
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i. A most irksome hobbadehoy (40 seconds) 

 
You scobberlotching  raggabrash, stampcrabbing scallywag, you cream-faced loon. You 
rank spoony ninnyhammer, chuckle-headed sponger, you skin-wasting cumberworld, you cow-
handed whiffle-whaffle, dew-beating dalcop, galumphing quisby, loiter-sacking lubberwort. 
 
This unreliable young man is a large, clumsy chap who does little work, has little intelligence, 
and does not pay his own way through life. 

 
ii. Of less than pleasing countenance (20 seconds) 

 
 Furfuraceous fustylugs. 
 
 This unappetising soul is corpulent and lazy, and suffers from an unappetising appearance. 

 
iii. A questionable lady  (35 seconds) 

 
 Pediculous draggle-draggle 
 
 A louse-infested lady of uncertain morals. 
 
iv. A wandought, no doubt. (2 ½  minutes) 

 
 A drate-poking gnash-gab mumblecrust 
Crambazzled stingbum, am I? 
A seek-sorrowful smelfungus, am I? 
Bobolynobolyiferous whoreson zed  
(Bespawling gobermouch), am I? 
Gabber… manikin… 
 
 An aging hypochondriac, with negativity emanating from every oozing, dozing pore. 
 

v. An unnecessary letter of a gentleman  (c. 1 ¼ minutes)  
  
 Why, he’s a fribbling sneaksby! He’s a bed-swerving fop-doodle! 
 I concur, such a baffle-gabbing, word-grubbing snout-band! 
 My, what a rake-fire, a roiderbanks, a trip-taking gillie-wet-foot, a clack-box! 
 All hat and no cattle. 
 
 A gentleman of no honour, whose words are more copious than his coins, and whose thoughts 
 are emptier than his purse, but who believes himself important and a charmer. 
 
vi. A tiresome companion  (c. ½  minute)  
  
 Jackanapes  
 
 A saucy upstart. 
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linkages 

 
If performers wish to interrupt /overlap with other items on a programme in the ‘interspersed’ 
version, any of the following linkages may be chosen, if desired (remembering that the songs 
may be in any order). 
If performers are choosing to perform ! as a continuous set (in any order) and need a bit of 
space between the songs, any of the linkages may also be useful here. 

 
Leading into song i, a most irksome hobbledehoy: 
• Sing the first glissando gesture, slowly, with the gaps between entries quite long; keep 

entering in turn, getting louder each time. Start the song ‘proper’ with the words. 
Leaving song i, a most irksome hobbledehoy: 
• Keep repeating bars11 and 12 disdainfully. 
 
Leading into song ii, a woman of less-than-pleasing countenance: 
• One singer exhale on ‘ffff’. If more time needed, a different singer copies. Begin song 

‘proper’ together as written. 
Leaving song ii, a woman of less-than-pleasing countenance: 
• All singers take up and continue the ‘tktkt’ vocalising, perhaps with the odd ‘sss’ thrown 

in for good measure. 
 
Leading into song iii, a questionable lady: 
• All singers, beginning together, repeat bar 1, a tempo, as long as you like, with breath-

gaps ad.lib; segue into the song ‘proper’ 
Leaving song iii, a questionable lady: 
• Silence (unless quasi-spitting were acceptable, in which case, gob away) 
 
Leading into song iv, a wandought no doubt: 
• Groups 1 and 2: continuous slow, free glissandos up and down of a minor third E to G to 

E, (foreshadowing the end of bar 3). These can overlap the song ‘proper’, begun by 
groups 3 and 4. 

Leaving song iv, a wandought no doubt: 
• Gentle slow ‘ssh’ noises, fairly sparse. 
 
Leading into song v, an unnecessary letter of a gentleman: 
• Begin the first 10” noises gradually, extending it, building up into starting the song 

‘proper’ together at ‘Why’.  
Leaving song v, an unnecessary letter of a gentleman: 
• Continue the ‘hmgh’s of the final bar, allowing yourselves to drift out of time with each 

other, gradually diminishing in frequency. 
 
Leading into song vi: a tiresome companion: 
• Begin the quiet ‘punching’, one at a time.  
Leaving song vi: a tiresome companion: 
• Continue the loud punching and hisses. 
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